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1. Background of the project
1.1. History of the project until this workshop
20th of December 2011:

First discussions between ACIAR and CIMMYT on the
possibility to develop a project proposal looking at
mechanizing CA in SIMLESA.

4th of January 2012:

Selection of Frédéric Baudron as the focal point to
develop a concept note on small mechanization and
conservation agriculture in Eastern and Southern Africa.

15th of January 2012:

First draft of a concept note titled “Mechanization to
Leverage sustainable Intensification in Sub Saharan
Africa (MELISA)”.

19th of February 2012:

Submission of a “Small Research and development
Activity” (SRA) proposal to ACIAR to finance a research
design workshop for the finalization of a Phase 1 proposal
(pre-proposal) to be submitted to ACIAR.

5th of March 2012:

SRA titled “Research Design for MELISA” granted by
ACIAR

10th to 13th of April 2012:

Research design workshop in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

14th of June 2012:

Submission of a Phase 1 proposal (pre-proposal) titled
“Mechanization to Leverage sustainable Intensification in
Sub Saharan Africa (MELISA)” to ACIAR.

20th of June 2012:

Reception of the comments from the In-House Review
and invitation to submit a Phase 2 proposal (full
proposal).

6th of November 2012:

Submission of a Phase 2 proposal renamed “Farm
Mechanization & Conservation Agriculture for
Sustainable Intensification”.

7th of December 2012:

Reception of the comments from a first external reviewer
on the Phase 2 proposal.

12th of December 2012:

Reception of the comments from a second external
reviewer on the Phase 2 proposal.

17th of December 2012:

Submission of a revised Phase 2 (second version).

20th of December 2012:

Small group meeting at ACIAR discussing the Phase 2
proposal and requesting for adjustments.

29th of January 2013:

Submission of a revised Phase 2 (third version).

28th of February 2013:

Submission of the final version of the Phase 2 proposal
(fourth version) following ACIAR comments on the
previous one.

18th of March 2013:

Project accepted by ACIAR, letter of agreement signed by
ACIAR and sent to CIMMYT.

25th of March 2013:

Letter of agreement signed by CIMMYT.

25th to 30th of March 2013:

Planning event for Kenya and Tanzania in Arusha,
Tanzania.

3rd to 8th of February 2014:

Planning event for Ethiopia and Zimbabwe in Harare,
Zimbabwe.

11th to 14th of March 2014:

Review of first year implementation and Planning for the
2nd Year of the FACASI Project (Kenya and Tanzania),
11th to 14th March 2014

9th to 14th of February 2015:

Review of the first two years of implementation and
planning for the 3rd year of the FACASI Project (Ethiopia,
Kenya, Tanzania, Zimbabwe), and mid-term review, 9th to
14th of February 2015.

17th to 20th of February 2016:

Review of the first three years of implementation and
planning for the 4th year of the FACASI Project (Ethiopia,
Kenya, Tanzania, Zimbabwe)

1.2.

The project in brief

Rationale
The need for sustainable intensification in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) is widely recognized.
Although a lot of emphasis is being placed in current Research for Development work on
increasing the efficiency with which land, water and nutrients are being used, farm power
appears to be a ‘forgotten resource’. However, farm power in SSA countries is declining due
to the collapse of most tractor hire schemes, the decline in number of draught animals and
the decline in human labour (e.g. stemming from rural-urban migration and pandemics). A
consequence of low farm mechanization is high labour drudgery, which affects women
disproportionally (in, e.g. weeding, threshing, shelling and transport by head-loading).
Undoubtedly, sustainable intensification in SSA will require an improvement of the farm
power balance through increased power supply - via improved access to mechanization and/or reduced power demand via energy saving technologies such as conservation
agriculture (CA).

Objectives
The overall goal of the project is to improve access to mechanization, reduce labour drudgery,
and minimize biomass trade-offs in Eastern and Southern Africa, through accelerated delivery
and adoption of 2WT-based technologies by smallholders.
The project has four principal objectives:





To evaluate and demonstrate 2WT-based technologies to support CA systems, using
expertise and implements from Africa, South Asia and Australia.
To test site-specific commercial systems to deliver 2WT-based mechanization.
To identify improvements in national institutions and policies for wide adoption of
2WT-based mechanization.
To improve capacity and create awareness of 2WT-based technologies in the subregion and share knowledge and information with other regions.

Methods
The proposed project will be implemented in Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania and Zimbabwe. A
range of methodologies will be employed by the project in these sites, including: (1) on-station
and participatory on-farm evaluation of 2WT-based technologies; (2) business model
development; (3) institution and policy analysis; (4) establishment of a permanent knowledge
platform; and (5) establishment of an international mentoring platform aiming at building
research capacity in the NARS by funding mentoring and training visits from countries such as

Australia and India, and exchange visits between Africa and Australia/South Asia. A common
M&E system including gender disaggregated data will be developed.

Partnerships
The project will operate in eight sites (two per country) half of them selected as a subset of
existing ACIAR-funded project sites (SIMLESA and ZimCLIFS), the other half representing sites
where NARS have conducted long-term CA and/or mechanization work. The project will be
implemented mainly via national agricultural research centres (or national NGOs) and regional
networks in each participating country. There will be strong links with CGIAR, Australian and
Asian partners who will provide specific training on agricultural engineering, as well as
mentoring, capacity building, and academic support. CIMMYT will coordinate the project
implementation through its Ethiopia office.

Output and Impact
A large body of knowledge will be generated and strong linkages amongst stakeholders
(including private sector actors involved in business models) will be established. Thus, at the
end of the project, we anticipate that ~360 rural service providers would have emerged,
~9,900 farms would benefit from 2WT-based CA, and ~25,200 farms would benefit from 2WTbased transport, threshing and/or shelling. With service providers expected to double their
income, smallholders adopting 2WT-based CA expected to increase their income by 50% and
smallholders adopting 2WT-based transport, threshing and shelling, expected to increase
their income by 20%, such an adoption pathway would translate into an approximate
cumulative economic value of US$ 19 million at the end of the project.

The full program is in Annex 1

2. Day 1: introduction, learnings
2.1.






AIFSRC/ACIAR remarks
Why farming systems should intensify
Role of mechanization – relation to intensification and farm growth
Constraints of limited farm power
Possible causes of limited farm power: - lack of effective business model
View Small mechanization in a big picture

Expectation: proper synthesis and identification of key lessons learnt in the project


Outputs and impacts need to be presented appropriately e back in Arusha where the project
was launched, 3 years ago

See Annex 3

2.2.
2.3.




Participant Self-introduction by country and objectives
Highlights from 4 years of FACASI implementation
Presented the trajectory/overview of the project
Revisited the rationale of the project: Intensification vs stagnant Africa farm power
Highlighted:
o Project focus- proof of concept on appropriate small mechanization
o Project findings and analysis - Multivariate analysis –
o Issues on labour and time saving as regard to technology
o Yield enhancing technologies – small grains
o Contextualization of available options of small mechanization
o Profitability of service provision; market linkages; beneficiaries of the 2wt
technologies
o Innovations generated by the introduction of small mechanization
o Big Challenge: exchange rates – USD and AUD
o Other project- extra funding – scale ups e.g. Africa Rising in Ethiopia
o Visibility of small mechanization in SSA – NB: a lot is being done but not shared
o New partnership: Hello Tractor – Eco farmer – Farm shop

See Annex 4

2.4.





Keynote address by Guest of Honor (Dr Noah Wawire):
Restructuring of KALRO and establishment of AMRI
Issues regarding mechanization in Kenya: acknowledge the contribution of mechanization of
yields; mechanization constraints
Land fragmentation in Kenya – affecting and defining options of mechanization
Expounded on AMRI functions:
o Research strategy

o
o
o
o

Research plan
On-going agricultural mechanization technologies
Technical and policy recommendation
Available innovation as regard to mechanization

See Annex 5

2.5.



Review of the Program and Field visit brief
Review of the program - The program was minimally adjusted
Brief on anticipated field visits, process and possible learning points in the visit (the team
needs to be subdivided into two groups A and B)

See Annex 6

2.6.
















FACASI experience in Kenya (Pascal Kaumbutho)
Main achievements: objective 1, 2, 3 & 4
Best-bet planters identified and deployed
Advancement of the Hub Business Model
Critical participation of project partners in policy formulation
Visibility of the project output and mechanization hub enhanced
Adoption and impact of the Project:
Contribution of FACASI in KENDAT’s organization transformation
Increase incomes and enthusiasms from Sps and other players
Emerging issues:
Need for fuller use of the multi-function nature of 2wt
Need for more government involvement – to accelerate adoption
Project focused on 2wt only – could have included broader small mechanization
The reporting should capture specific outputs quantifiably to demonstrate the impact caused
by the intervention
Issues on role of R & D in mechanization. Less technical and more business?
Strategy of delivering the 2wt technologies

Q. What is the outcome of service provider based on project?
A. 4 in Bungoma and 3 in Laikipia
Q. Why has the number of imports gone down in recent years?
A. Low adoption of planters and 2 WTs (it’s immoral to tell farmers to buy 2WT at 2000USD Raymond). We need to put the numbers in perspective. There is no clear business model to justify
importing more. There’s need and requirement but no clear approach on how to take it to the
market. The work the hub is doing is starting to build a good business model. (David Osamba)
Q. What is a good business model approach?
A. Hub that Kendat has formulated as well as a multi value chain focus would be a good approach.
20 tractors were imported in 2014 and sold directly to farmers or group of farmers (entrepreneur led
business model)

Q. Is it cost effective and scalable?
A. Startup is high however it is scalable
Q. Why are we doing the type of R&D we’re doing? Why are we doing CA research when 2 WTs can
go on without research?
A. Research should not be discouraged even when the machines have been tested in India or another
part of the world as we have different conditions that warrant this testing. Perhaps doing
verification and validation would be better suited than a full R&D
Q. How many hours a year should a farmer aim to use a 2WTs?
A. It depends on the type of work you’re doing and the available attachments (on average it can be
used 20 days in a month working 6-7 hours a day. CA is not a fully adopted technology as of now 40%)
Comment: In Kenya only 1 service provider for power tillage. Also, there are a number of 2WT in the
market in Kenya but not sure which ones FACASI is referring to
Q. How do you deal with potential conflict of interest between being an NGO and private sector?
A. By keeping the two as separate as possible
See Annex 7

2.7.






FACASI experience in Tanzania (John Sariah)
Main achievements: objective 1, 2, 3 & 4
o Best-bet planters identified and deployed
o Advancement of the Hub Business Model
o Critical participation of project partners in policy formulation
o Visibility of the project output and mechanization hub enhanced
o The spread of the technology – 2 to 17 communities
Adoption and impact of the Project:
o Impact on mechanization at household level
o Improved institutional linkages
o Contribution of the project in SARI’s organization capacity development
Emerging issues:
o Of interest the framework of engaging with the farming communities that trigger such
spread & adopted this technology
o Are importers a problem? Should FACASI have engaged them more?
o The CA adoption and how it is related to the project objectives
o Need for fuller use of the multi-functions of 2wts
o The reporting should capture specific outputs quantifiably to demonstrate the impact
of the intervention

Q. Why state the 3 hitch pint source of power is better than the 2WT when the objectives of the
project is to promote CA and no tillage?
A. Since we’re now at the outscaling stages it shouldn’t matter so much that we’re not strictly
conforming to the projects objectives. Also, 2 WT can only do 2 single row and it would be best to
also include 4WTs.

Q. How much do the small 4WT cost?
A. 1000 more than the 2WT
Q. What’s the payback period for the cost of machines from the banks?
A. It’s 5 years
Q. You’ve started with 2 communities and now you have 18. What’s the framework of engagement
with these communities?
A. They were engaged by using business expos and field demonstrations
Q. How many 2WTs would it take to do the work of 4WTs? Why not split the work so that 2WTs can
be used in smaller plots.
A. Due to economies of scale it’s easier/more profitable to use a small 4WT than 2WT
Q. Are the banks asking for collateral and what is the interest rate?
A. Service providers are using their lands as a collateral or other asset and the interest rate is
between 7-10%
Q. Are the loans being paid regularly?
A. No clear information is available on this.
Q. What is the best model in Tanzania?
A. Individual owner/wider maker, full time model
Q. What is the obstacle on adopting the planter?
A. The obstacle for the adoption of the planter is that the planting window is very short, and the
source of power is not high. Also, single and double row planting can simply not do as much as a
4WT
See Annex 8

2.8.







FACASI experience in Ethiopia (Bisrat Getnet)
Highlight: The intervention aimed at: Increasing power supply (- Mechanization) and
decreasing power demand (- CA)
Main achievements: objective 1, 2, 3 & 4
o 2WT technologies generated and best bet identified – technical manuals developed –
preliminary evaluation & second
o Feasible business model identified and upgraded:
o New project or funds established- through partners linkages- Africa Rising
o Government support enhanced
Adoption and impact of the project:
o Job creation/ employment
o Yield enhancement
o Contributed to the organization capacity development
Emerging issues:
o 2BG planter could not be modified or adjusted to effectively plant maize
o May be difficult to relate mechanization (planters’ performance) to yield
improvement. Crop emergence is a better indicator.

o
o
o

Technology package provision should include fuller use of the multi-purpose functions
of 2wts
The reporting should capture specific outputs quantifiably to demonstrate the impact
caused by the intervention
The project should have supported MSC or Phd – Long term capacity development

Q. How do you prove the business model?
A. Working with importers and doing feasibility studies based on each operation (pumping, planting,
planting window etc.)
Q. Was it more a simulated process?
A. It is ex-ante analysis and also expanded
Q. Do you have any experience with 4WT?
A. In FACASI 2WTs were what were used in Ethiopia and 4WTs were not part of the picture. The
areas that were selected were mainly suited for 2WT.
Q. Are you not concerned that if we’re not careful we can end up disqualifying good machines like
2BFG based on the way the tests were conducted?
A. On station and on farm trials were conducted for 2 years and site difference (soil etc) could be the
major contributor as to why a specific type of machine works great in one project area and not
another. Also there are a lot of short turns due to small farms so higher fuel consumption in the sites
we work in, in Ethiopia.
See Annex 9

2.9.






FACASI experience in Zimbabwe (Raymond Nazare)
Main achievements: objective 1, 2, 3 & 4
o Best 2wt technology options in planting and shelling identified
o Best bet planter specification for Zimbabwe developed
o Viable business model identified – Planting service and Shelling service provision
o Capacity of Zimbabwe Manufactures – local production
o Critical participation of other partners in the project implementation
o Visibility of the project output and mechanization
Adoption and impact of the project:
o Impact of mechanization at household level
o Improved institutions linkages
o New partnership is coming up to enhance the project intervention
Emerging issues:
o Farmer business models needed to ensure increased productivity and profitability for
farmers to afford mechanization
o Capacity utilisation by Service Providers is low. How could demand creation be
enhanced? More contract farming efforts? Would the Gvts policy moves stimulate
demand?

Q. What happened to the model of contract farming?

A. The company we were partnering with didn’t contribute adequately
Q. How big is the production cost?
A. 300kg/hectare
Q. Elaborate on what is missing on farmers business model?
A. Communication/exposure is what is needed more
Q. It seems that the 2 countries that adopted the 2WT were using animal draught by and large
(Zimbabwe and Ethiopia)?
See Annex 10

3. Day 2: Comparative analyses
3.1.

Lessons learnt (David Kahan & Frédéric Baudron)

Innovation and scaling sequence

Market assessment


Technology selection
o Tasks to be mechanized should not be identified on the basis of drudgery/labor
productivity only but also on the business opportunities
o More demand for post-harvest operations and transport than planting
o Acceptability of no till is country-specific





Site selection
o Relatively commercially oriented agriculture
o Agriculture constrained by labour shortages, at least seasonally
o High cost of maintaining draught animals (e.g., feed shortage)
o Field accessibility (e.g., feeder roads)
o Existence of hire services (e.g., ox ploughing)
o Relatively deep and stone-free soils
Service provider selection
o Young and interested
o Entrepreneurial and educated
o Able to contribute to the cost of the machinery
o Preferably having an experience in similar businesses and particularly in mechanics.

R & D and Partnership creation




Technology adaptation
o Give more importance to performance than to cost at the early stages to create
demand
o Need for adaptation: best bets
best fits
o The views of SPs and their clients are what count when it comes to what 2WT seeders
should look like
Early commercialization
o Commercializing technologies without confidence in their appropriateness is risky
o Second generation technology development necessitates feedback from users to
local manufacturers

Pilot Phase




Reaching a trigger
o Developing unsubsidized business models is a myth.
o It takes time before a trigger is reached
o An approach centered on PS alone may not work when targeting marginal areas
Market interlinkages
o The role of the public sector in commercialization is to create a conducive business
environment to attract private sector actors
o Have we placed too much emphasis on SPs and not enough on farmers?

Commercialization


Finance
o
o
o
o

Project design

Strong linkages to financial products
Lack of financial products adapted to SP across the region
Public sector credits associated with poor quality machinery
Very small and inexpensive machines may be adopted without any financial support
and be very profitable






Time – the project’s timeline of three to four years was too short (four to six years would
have been more suitable)
Flexibility – emphasis on outcome not output and milestones, flexibility on selecting partners
Implementing partners – adaptive management
International partners – exchange of equipment, experts and knowledge.

Q. Does it make sense to give more importance to performance than to cost at the early stage?
A. Adoption takes time; you have to allow time for partners to come on board etc so it’s a bit too
early to determine
Q. In Kenya, we started with 7 or 8 planters and performance was what mattered most not cost, how
do you see that?
A. Performance is more critical than cost with service providers as first we need to determine if the
performance is up to par.
Q. If affordability not an issue and if not, why did we chose 2WT?
A. Research is about innovation and what the aim for the project is to find a niche for which these
small 25hp and less would work and then finding out if they’re marketable. The rationale is to create
knowledge
Q. What happen to the Mexican/Indian input?
A. Due to exchange rate fluctuations we had to cut a lot of travel
Q. iDE’s input was not as intensive and planned is there a reason as it seems to have contributed to
the delaying of objective 2?
A. Project in South Asia was pretty big so iDE decided that Asia would not contribute as there was not
enough budget so the involvement from iDE had to be redesigned. It was not cost effective to bring
someone from Bangladesh to back stop regularly. It important for ACIAR to understand that
although there are a lot of important aspects, we want to include in the project we have to prioritize
as the funding doesn’t allow for this to happen
Q. What happens to the 2 countries that are not continuing with the project? How much
involvement is there from their governments to continue these efforts?
A. There just aren’t enough funds to continue with the 4 countries. There will be an exit strategy
discussion in the coming days. Countries can also directly discuss this with ACIAR without CIMMYT’s
involvement.
Q. There was no gender discussion involved, why not?
A. We have discovered that social inclusion is more helpful than dividing the population between
men and women etc.
Q. Gender was important in objective 2 why happened to that?
A. It is still embedded in the impact and outcome areas. Also, we have moved from women friendly
technology to accessibility.
See Annex 11

3.2.










Overview of the knowledge products from Objective 3 (Policy - Moti
Jaleta)
Main issues that were addressed:
1. Tillage (CA, CT)
2. Scale of operation (small, medium, large)
3. Mechanization (implements + farm power)
CA went up by 30% in the last 4 years
Global success stories
o Coordination among relevant stakeholders
o Quick solutions to national challenges
o Strategy in reducing production costs
o Government interest and support
The most successful mechanized technology – Plow not
Reviews on previous assessments and discussions did not focus on the project scope
Evidence based policy recommendation

Q. Are these policy agenda providing any opportunity for expanding smallholder mechanization?
A. Yes, but it is too top down, and we need a bottom up approach as well (we need the volume to
mechanize).
Q. Should countries depend on imports of agri mech or gradually move to manufacturing whole/part
of machineries?
A. Cheap electricity, technology transfer from elsewhere such as China that are currently driving the
market not industrialization
Q. Is it possible to manufacture machineries locally?
A. It is possible to manufacture machineries locally and many companies are doing it but there’s a
need from government support
Q. What should the role of government in small mechanization be?
Government involvement is necessary, but it has to be smart involvement and there needs to be an
exit strategy
See Annex 12

3.3.

Overview of the knowledge products from Objective 2 (Agribusiness David Kahan)

Four output areas
1.
2.
3.
4.

Market analysis of small-scale mechanization
New or upgraded business models designed
New or upgraded business models supported
Performance of the new or upgraded business model assessed

Challenges








Quadruple challenges
o Rainfed agriculture, staple crops
o Resource-constrained target group
o Low incidence of tractorization
o Low CA adoption
Lack of suitable machines commercially available
Incentives for dealers and other actors
Access to finance across the chain
Low capacity and skills for mechanization and business

Several Models identified










Group owner/ operator model (KEN, TAN)
Group owner/ individual operator model (TAN, ETH)
Individual owner/ operator model – local market, part time SP (farmer to farmer) (ETH,
KEN) Individual owner/ operator model – wider market, full time SP (ETH, TAN, ZIM)
Contract farming – corporate owner/ operator model (ZIM)
Dealer-led vertically integrated model (TAN, ZIM)
Dealer-led collaborative model (ETH, TAN, KEN, ZIM)
Manufacturer-led vertically integrated model (TAN)
Manufacturer-led collaborative model (TAN, KEN)

Business Model Analytical Framework








Understanding of the market dynamics for small mech.
Comparative learning from practices in Asia
Partnership of NGOs, private sector
Establishment/ strengthening of dealers, manufacturers and associations
Understanding of 2WT adoption process
Experience gained in project design
Raising the profile on small mechanization in Africa

FACASI publications
There are several publications, technical bulletins, KIT reports, training manuals that have been
completed and several more in the pipeline.
Where is the niche for small mech?








Where the supporting infrastructure (e.g., repair services) is the most developed
Where fuel is available and affordable,
Where agriculture is relatively commercially oriented (i.e., there is a demand pull for
mechanization)
Where agriculture is constrained by labour shortages, at least seasonally
Where holdings are small and fragmented and there is relief in the landscape (2WT-based
mechanization is likely to outcompete 4WT-based mechanization in such areas)
Where maintaining draught animals is expensive (e.g., feed shortage)
Where soils are relatively deep and stone-free (for land prep and tillage)

See Annex 13
Each country presented on their findings and learnings
Kenya
What works in different contexts- (Localized context)









Entry strategy for the project matters
o Criteria and choice of Models of engagement is critical. e.g. need to target
entrepreneurial SPs
Affordability concerns
o But why are the SPs and farmers not taking up the loans though the financial
environment is conducive?
Policy environment critical for scaling up
o Not so conducive in Kenya for the adoption of 2WT mechanization at grassroots.
Improvisation key in adopting the 2WT technology to Kenyan context
o Manufacturers/dealers need to integrate SPs advice on certain improvisations
needed on 2WTs to improve their effectiveness and functionalities.
Low awareness level of technology and CA
o Demand driven approach not project driven. (develop demand first)

See Annex 14
Ethiopia
Business model performance
The project is currently working in two regions (7 service providers) and scaling up to another two
regions supported by other projects (6 service providers).
Major farming system is subsistence maize and wheat production while there is also market oriented
production system.
Typical farm size of the area ranges from 0.5 to 2 ha and on average 53% of the land allocated for
major crop.
Average annual income of an SP is $835 USD with the highest amount ($2,218) generated by the full
time individual service provider.
On average SP are charging $50/ha for ploughing and $ 0.15/km for transportation of people and
goods.
Recommendations
2WT based hire services need to be organized through



Increasing the range of operation (planting, harvesting, threshing and water pumping
and transportation) and increase customers’ income bases.
Facilitating access to reliable spare part and maintenance service.







Provide refreshment training on Business skill, operation and maintenance.
Develop demand through more field days and different promotional tools.
There should be enabling environment from government and facilitate driving license
access for 2WT operators and creating a favorable business environment that support
enterprises to invest in mechanization.
Facilitate and develop linkages within mechanization value chain actors

Q. Are there any preferred business models for scaling in your countries/regions? What, Where? For
what agro-ecological niches?
A. Individual ownership model is preferred in Ethiopia though it is different based on the area. For
the 4WT the cooperative or union leadership works though group work is a better fit. For 2WT
cooperative or unions may not work as well although in Tigray region cooperatives are functioning
well with small tractors such as 2WT.
Q. Does subsidies make a difference in the business models?
A. There are no subsidies, or it doesn’t make a difference
See Annex 15
Zimbabwe
Business models




Individual entrepreneur
Partnership
Group

Working context




Transport – remoteness and lack of competition
Planting – exposure, awareness and CA history, timeliness
Shelling

Issues affecting profitability of businesses












Capacity utilisation low highest was 19%shellers &6% planters (should one invest in high
capacity machinery when they are not reaching the capacity of the current machine?)
Management
Delayed delivery by manufacturers
Competition
More time spent travelling – need to cluster farmers.
Breakdowns – need for good quality machines
High cost of labour
Unavailability of spare parts for machinery
Weather conditions- Elnino induced drought / excessive rains (Lanina)
Expensive equipment
Records kept but not used

Challenges highlighted by users









Weather patterns
Rocky terrains which make it difficult to work in some of the fields
Breakdown of some of the machines delaying crop establishment and shelling business
Failure of germination for some of the crops planted by the Morrison seeder
Breaking of groundnut seed by Morrison seeder
Wasted seed by some SPs who had wrongly calibrated their machine
Slipping of the 2WT in wet fields
Lack of cash to pay for the services

See Annex 16
Tanzania










Effective supply chain of machinery implies a synergistic relationship between the customer
and the chain of service provider stakeholders; Weak link in the supply chain between
dealers/distributors and farmers
Information gap-between importers and farmers/customers (on demand of 2WT-operated
Planters).
Return difference in the use of 2WTs and animal draft; whereby productivity and household
income have improved for those who own 2WT compared to animal draft.
Sustainability: increasing linkages and interactions between service providers and other
private sectors players such financial institutions, suppliers of 2WT and local manufacturers.
Engagement of more stakeholders to support the models
High agricultural labor shortages in all agricultural operations hence the use of 2WTs is
inevitable- rural to urban migration, growth of informal production sectors.
Regular On-farm demonstrations would accelerate adoption of 2WT-technologies such as
planters.
Information sharing with importers and local manufacturers motivated FE to conduct second
round of demonstrations

See Annex 17

3.4.




Overview of the knowledge products from Objective 1 (Engineering and
Agronomy – John Blackwell)

What experiments/trials have continued?
Do they verify last RPM conclusions regarding the most suitable machines?
o Rowcrop/Maize Fitarelli 2 row
o Narrow row/Wheat 2BFG

Outputs for the duration of the project


Papers/Reports








Field Days/Demonstrations
What machines has FACASI built
How did they perform
Makes and number of machines sold/in use
Which drawings have been completed?
What Manuals/Brochures are in the library

Q. What were the most suitable machines?
A. In Tanzania, testing only occurred on the attachments but not on the engines as it was already
assumed that the prime movers were tested. In Ethiopia, testing on the prime movers took place
and most suitable ones have been identified. The recommendation would have to be country
specific and area specific (hard soil, soft soil, wetness etc)
See Annex 18

3.5.

Overview of the communication products from Objective 4 (Saidi
Mkomwa)

Promotional & Knowledge products developed include:
Knowledge product type
Newsletter

Target Actual
10

9

Photo stories

3

3

Photobook

3

3

Video

3

3

Working Papers

3

2

Technical Bulletins

5

1

Market analysis reports

4

4

Review of Agri Mechanization policy

4

4

Financial products to support small mech reports

4

4

Dashboard

1

1

Communication strategy

1

1

Web Portal

1

1

Reports

Deduction





The role of communication is key in influencing policy, investments and practice. The best
how is still an issue.
There is still a lot of information with partners which can and should be compiled for sharing
– directly with partners and through the platform
FACASI has lots of information which needs to be synthesised into unique and targeted
knowledge products. Moti has given unique examples.
The FACASI portal will continue and be linked to other related resources /projects

Q. How will this information trickle down to the government/NARS?
A. The knowledge products will be available on the FACASI website and linkages can be made with
different government bodies.
Q. In what form did ACT present the website at different shows?
A. ACT was present but did not do a presentation
Q. How long will the website live after FACASI
A. The domain will need to be renewed but ACT has committed to keep it alive post FACASI
Q. How many people actually look at the website?
A. There are many mediums such as flyers, photo books, brochures suited for different users.
Q. How about running a program on FM Radio regarding 2WT and mechanization like Kendat used to
do?
A. Radio programs are really expensive but could be done if there’s a continuation of the project
See Annex 19

3.6.




Private Sector Presentations
Zimplow - Walter Chigwada (See Annex 20)
Amio Engineering – Ibrahim Yassin (See Annex 21)
Nyabon – David Osamba (See Annex 22)

4. Day 2: Comparative analyses
4.1. Field visit – 4 sites
1. Agrimech Mechanization Hub
o See what FACASI Business Model has grown to – the range of machinery and
services. Learn the experiences of service provision and identified growth path.

Visiting Agrimech Mechanization Hub

Hub Team

2. Farmers – SACCO formation – mechanization clients
o Hear from Mechanization clients, their mechanization needs and impact of the Hub
Services to date. Why a SACCO formation?

Sacco – Introduction

Sacco Clients interview

3. 2WT service provider in Ngushishi
4. Spraying service provider in Nanyuki Town

Spraying Service Provider

5. CMC Motors – tractors dealer
6. KFA Agro-input and equipment supply shop

Demonstrating Sprayer

Visiting CMC Motors

KFA Agro – Soil Scanner

5. Day 4: Comparative analyses, way forward
5.1.

Last deliverables before project end? (Rahel Assefa)

Highlighted the remaining reports/data due before the closing of the project phase such as:







Raw data for on farm/on station trials
M&E data updates
Communication Products
- Photo book and photo story and cartoon book
- Working paper 2
- Video for Tanzania
- Dashboard updates
- A policy papers
- Technical bulletins
End of project report
Financial statement

See Annex 23

5.2.

FACASI variation - Ethiopia and Zimbabwe (Frédéric Baudron)

Presented the rationale behind the variation for the two countries that will be continuing for a
second phase and highlighted the desired outcome
1. Aim of the variation:
 Understand early adoption resulting from the first phase and resolve generational or
technological challenges that have emerged
- What is the relationship between perceptions of mechanisation benefits and
costs?
- How have key factors shaped the formation and transformation of
mechanisation perceptions?

- What are the current mechanisation-related social networks? What are the
loops in existing networks, and how do they limit referrals and adoption of
2WT?
 Explore if the service provider model or any other model is profitable
- Build on the profitability study conducted at the end of Phase 1
- Can only be done from implementation at scale, not from experimental plots
- Produce ‘business intelligence’
 To provide training and information sharing
2. Why Ethiopia & Zimbabwe only?
 Limited funding
 Limited funding
 Wheat-based vs. maize-based, public sector driven vs. private sector driven
 Strong partnerships with the private sector in both countries
 FACASI informed policy in both countries
 Extra funding in both countries (USAID and GIZ in Ethiopia, Syngenta in Zimbabwe)
 Adequate staffing from implementing partners (including technicians)
 Good data collected in the first phase
 Good communication with CIMMYT
Q. Why are people not adopting?
A. It is important to look at importers and dealers and also realize that there’s risk aversion involved.
Q. There are a lot of 4WT in Tanzania and is there a missed opportunity to understand what’s
happening?
A. Yes, that is something we need to look at closely in the coming months
Q. What happens now that we’ve documented who is being served?
A. It will help identify the underserved and help cater to that demographics.
Q. Why are we doing the same thing that we’ve done in phase 1?
A. This is because as a research project we are interested in seeking to understand where there’s
business failure and not where there’s success (ACIAR also would like us to explore this)
See Annex 24

5.3.

Exit strategy in Kenya (Pascal Kaumbutho)

Thanked FACASI for starting a movement, a trademark and though the project work has come to an
end, highlighted the need to continue working together by sharing information and organizing
common special events.
Exit Strategy: Now that we know… We will…






Adopt a land-use consolidation approach with farmers at the centre (Kilimo Hifadhi SACCO)
Keep the end in mind
Adopt the private sector approach
Engage public sector and entrepreneurial youth
Cost operations, gather and market rural development data




Await Roll-out ($500,000) and even Expansion ($1 million) subject to the Trump Factor –Head
Spin.
Next equipment (around a credible workshop and Low Loader): Potato 4-set units, small
tractor for hay, sorghum and bean threshers, crop shredder (silage and ground cover), small
combines for wheat and pulses

Advice for Phase 2








Be Pro-Active
Begin with the end in mind
First things first
Seek first to understand then to be understood
Think win-win
Synergize
Sharpen the soul

See Annex 25

5.4.

Exit strategy in Tanzania (John Sariah)

Thanked FACASI for establishing the base. Highlighted that experimentation, field demonstrations
and farmers field days helped garner scientific facts that show improved productivity, cost savings,
and less drudgery. Recognized that linkages among different actors are now in place allowing for
efficient and effective performance of mechanization sector. The project has enabled 2WT-based
technologies business model studies and recommendations, as well as capacity building of service
providers for sustainable 2WT-based entrepreneurship. Two wheel tractor based businesses at
community level have been jump started through sub-leasing of FACASI machineries.
Exit Strategy: What’s next?





SARI and CARMETC will back stop the partners (knowledge)
Scaling out of the best options to more communities, districts and regions
Partners will continue to scale out these technologies to more communities to promote
themselves and produce the equipment on a demand basis
Local importer Farm Equip has shown interest in financing field demonstration of seeders
(2WT—based) and also 20 HP 4WT-based seeders, and PTO operated implements.

See Annex 25

5.5.


Project Steering Committee members
Tiri Koza
o 2WT technology was new to Ethiopia and Zimbabwe and is still new as it hasn’t gone
outside of the project sites.
o The added 2 years will help it expand and create additional knowledge for the farmers.
o Due to weather conditions it wasn’t also very easy to capture the impact.

o

The policy work hasn’t gone far enough to enable creation of demand for the
technology

The three C’s recommended is that the project has to:
o
o
o

Conducive – to the farmer who is the end user
Convenient – suitable and easy to use
Cost –affordable

Q. How far should the efforts have gone in Zimbabwe in terms of policy ?
A. The import of tractors doesn’t solely depend on the ministry but it is also a parallel process with
other ministries so it’s more complex.



Addisu Tadege
o Project may not have achieved what it set out to achieve (ie. CA) but there are many
good benefits that have been gained such as shelling etc. and it has given a
momentum
o The steering committee representation from each country has also been good as it
allows for information flow to government representatives
o Mechanization is a complex issue as it involves integration with different sectors
o The policy work has to continue as it’s really important
o Linkages have to continue and has to be involve high level government officials so
they can understand which technology we should focus on in what area
o Research team should also look into other parts/attachments that have not had any
focus so far
o Exit strategy should be clear and variation work has been outlined clearly
o Countries that are not continuing should still receive some support in how to
proceed post FACASI - communication has to continue



Richard Bell
o This project is a project that was at the right place at the right time and started a
great conversation and change in Mechanization and CA
o The project has been getting clearer vision every year since the inception and
hopefully a cultural change would be the legacy of the project
o Researchers should realize that connection with policy is very important if we want
to see change
o John Dixon wanted the PSC to focus on syntheses and identifying key lessons
o How FACASI is going with testing and evaluation of business models as it’s important
for ACIAR to determine how to get more impact from research?
o All projects start with some assumptions and some have not been accurate. Here
are some of the assumptions that were made:

-

o
o

Planters for small 2WT exist elsewhere in the world and have been tested
and work
- The value of colocation with SIMLESA – how much interaction has there
been, and has it advanced the project?
- Unsubsidized business model – this assumption is flawed a fully unsubsidized
business model won’t work
- CA is ready for scale-out – as it turns out the demand creation needs more
work and a few more years
FACASI has been a catalyst in providing live examples especially since it’s been
implemented not just in one but in four countries
The project has also created a lot of service providers

Challenges
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



There’s the potential that funding is finished, and people move on to other things
Publications – it’s important to continue to work on the paper
Gender is a gap
Stories need to get that to the forefront
Private sector involvement needs to be increase
Learning can happen in TZ as there are 2WT that were already in place
M&E – it would be good if we can keep gathering this data from the countries that
are also exiting

George Mubrathi
o
o
o

We must always keep in mind the end; we should not lose sight that the farmers
are our ending point
Policy – Publication should come out quickly in order to take advantage of this
momentum.
Flyers and technical bulletins are also very important

Link to all annexes
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/uvvprd92xtcllfu/AADGvjPrilV9MLtK65apwHSZa?dl=0

Appendix 1: program
Day 0, 30th of January 2017: Arrival of participants
Day 1: 31st of January 2017: INTRODUCTION OF THE WORKSHOP, LEARNINGS
8h30 - 8h40
8h40 - 8h50
8h50 - 9h10
9h10 - 9h35
9h35 - 10h00
10h00 - 10h30

10h30 - 11h00
11h00 - 11h15
11h15 - 11h30
11h30 – 12h30
12h30 - 14h00
14h00 - 15h00
15h00 - 16h00
16h00 - 16h30
16h20 - 17h30

Opening Ceremony (with High Table):
Word of Welcome
Participant Self-introduction
AIFSRC/ACIAR remarks
Highlights from 4 years of FACASI
implementation
Keynote Address by Guest of Honour:
The Place for Agricultural Mechanization
Research in Kenyan Agriculture
Coffee break
Presentation of the program
Presentation of the field day
FACASI experience in Kenya
Lunch
FACASI experience in Tanzania
FACASI experience in Ethiopia
Coffee break
FACASI experience in Zimbabwe

Pascal Kaumbutho
All
Frédéric Baudron
Frédéric Baudron
Dr Noah Wawire: Director;
Agricultural Mechanization
Research Institute of Kenya
Frédéric Baudron
Pascal Kaumbutho
Pascal Kaumbutho
John Sariah
Bisrat Getnet
Raymond Nazare

Day 2: Wednesday 1st of February 2017: COMPARATIVE ANALYSES
8h30 – 9h00
9h00 – 9h30
9h30 - 10h45
10h45 - 11h15
11h15 - 12h30
12h30 - 14h00
14h00 - 15h15
15h15- 15h45
15h45 -17h00
17h00 – 17h45

Recap of previous day
Some lesson learnt
Overview of the knowledge products from
Objective 3 (Policy)
Coffee break
Overview of the knowledge products from
Objective 2 (Agribusiness)
Lunch
Overview of the knowledge products from
Objective 1 (Engineering and Agronomy)
Coffee break
Overview of the communication products
(Objective 4)
Private Sector Presentation

ACT
Frédéric Baudron & David Kahan
Moti Jaleta

David Kahan

John Blackwell

Saidi Mkomwa
David Osamba, Ibrahim Yassin &
Walter Chigwada

Day 3 – Thursday 2nd of February 2017: FIELD VISIT + Cocktail at 18h00

Day 4 – Friday 3rd of February 2017: COMPARATIVE ANALYSES, WAY FORWARD
8h30 – 9h00
9h00 - 9h30

Recap of previous day
Last deliverables before project end

ACT
Rahel Assefa & Frédéric Baudron

9h30 – 10h00

Exit strategy in Kenya

Pascal Kaumbutho

10h00 – 10h30

Exit strategy in Tanzania

John Sariah

10h30 - 11h00
11h00 - 11h30

Coffee break
FACASI variation (Ethiopia and Zimbabwe)

Frédéric Baudron

11h30 – 12h15

Comments from the Project Steering Committee PSC

12h15 – 12h30

Closing Remarks

12h45 - 14h00

Lunch

Frédéric Baudron & Pascal

Kaumbutho

14h00: Departure for Nairobi

Appendix 2: list of participants
S.N.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Name
Addisu Tadege
Bisrat Getnet
David Kahan
David Osamba
Dorcas Matangi
Ephrem Tadesse
Fitsum Abebe
Frédéric Baudron
Friew Kelemu
Geoffrey mrema
George Mburathi
Godfrey Mwinama
Hendricks Wakochwe
Henry Mwiti
Ibrahim Yasin
Janet Anchora
John C Blackwell
John Sariah
Joseph Mutua
Kabede Ayele
Martin Mwangi
Mathenge Mwehe
Mellissa Woods
Moti Jaleta
Noah Wawire
Pascal Kaumbutho
Peter Mosha
Rabe Yahaya
Rahel Assefa
Raymond Nazare
Richard Bell
Saidi Mkomwa
Special Musoni
Stanley Muriuki
Tiri Koza
Titus Beneste
Tom Agwa Agalo
Walter N Chigwada
Weldone Mutai
Dorcas Matangi

Organization
PSC Ethiopia
EIAR
CIMMYT
Nybon Enterprises
UZ (Agribusiness)
CIMMYT-Ethiopia
EIAR
CIMMYT
EIAR
PSC Tanzania
PSC Kenya
CARMATEC
ATDC Bungoma
Laikipia
Private Sector
ACT
CSU
SARI
KENDAT
iDE
Laikipia County Government
Maseno University
ACIAR
CIMMYT
KALRO - Director
KENDAT
SARI
CIMMYT
CIMMYT
UZ
PSC Australia
ACT
UZ
Laikipia
PSC Zimbabwe
SARI (Agribusiness)
ATDC Bungoma
Zimplow
ACT
UZ (Agribusiness)

email
addisu.Tadege@ata.gov.et
bisrat.get@gmail.com
d.kahan@cgiar.org
dosamba10@gmail.com
dorcasmatangi67@gmail.com
ephremtadesse34@yahoo.com
fitsumabebet@gmail.com
f.baudron@cgiar.org
friewkelemu@yahoo.com
geoffmrema@yahoo.co.uk
gmburathi@gmail.com
gmwinama@gmail.com
Hnwakochwe@yahoo.com
rukungahenry9@gmail.com
Ibrahimy2641@gmail.com
Janet.Achora@act-africa.org
jblackwell@csu.edu.au
jsariah@yahoo.com
pkaumbutho@kendat.org
kayele@ideglobal.org
coagric.laikipia@gmail.com
mathengemwehe@yahoo.com
mellissa.wood@aciar.gov.au
M.Jaleta@cgiar.org
Noah.Wawire@kalro.org
jmutua@kendat.org
pmakusaro@yahoo.com
R.Yahaya@cgiar.org
R.Assefa@cgiar.org
rnazare2003@gmail.com
R.Bell@murdoch.edu.au
Saidi.mkomwa@act-africa.org
smusoni3@gmail.com
stanleymuriukisamson@gmail.com
tirikoza@gmail.com
B.Titus@cgiar.org
agwatom@gmail.com
wchigwada@zimplow.co.zw
weldone.mutai@act-africa.org
dorcasmatangi67@gmail.com

